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Going To Inter-Meeting Gatherings

Words are like air. Most of the time we don’t

notice we are using either one. But just let the

supply constrict and what we are taking for grant-

ed becomes valuable beyond price.

And writing is like monitoring an oxygen tank:

the supply of what is vital to life must be used

carefully and in exact proportion to need. What
sustains can destroy.

Aware of this perpetual duality, I write with

prayer. “O, let the words of my mouth and the

work of my hands be acceptable in thy sight, O
Lord,” hums with the electricity of my typewri-

ter.

I want to say exactly and precisely what I think

and feel in such a way that a reader will find no
static marring understanding. I want to avoid lay-

ing crosstrails that send a tracker down a path at

angles to the one I intend.

I am convinced that though the elements of word
grace can be learned, they are never mastered once
and forever. There is always the new struggle, the

new prayer. In exactly the same way, techniques

for human meeting can be internalized, but the ex-

perience of I-Thou is always a gift of grace.

This is why I attend Quarterly and Yearly Meet-
ing. I go for Meeting. I go for worship. Without
considering these words squarely, the two state-

ments seem fatuous. What I mean is this: Last

year at Yearly Meeting I encountered many people

and the sparks of those moments warmed later

days. But I really met two: a stranger from the

British Isles and a stranger who had grown up as

my daughter’s friend. With these two individuals

there was, somehow and someway, time and space

for I-Thou encounter. Changed, enriched, I was
then, I am now.

It is longing for the experience of worship that

rises in me with every depth meeting that pulls me
to inter-Meeting gatherings. My routine days are

family-full and I give up something of great value

to go. I consider carefully. I must resolve firmly

and push with strong energy or I remain at home.
This year, for example, North Pacific Yearly Meet-

ing was earlier in July, our family birthday time,

so it was impossible to decide to leave. The family

air is vibrant with the possibility of I-Thou encoun-
ter. When I leave, it is because I know that most
people in the world can never enter our family

home. I must travel abroad in the world I want to

meet.

I do not go to Friends gatherings for business;

that I accept with the certainty that confrontation

with difference is good for us all. I am not a social

activist because I do not really believe that deep-

rooted good comes about through the political pro-

cess, necessary as it is. I believe deep turnings in

individual living come through God’s grace, the

chance I-Thou meeting, in worship. This changes
the world. I look THE FACT square in the face:

the universe is beyond human control, alive beyond
human willing. It is God’s space.

I want always to be ready, tender for Meeting.

I memorize prayers, poems, to stave off the sleep

of forgetting. This one, for instance:

SOMETHING IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN
Something is about to happen.
Something is always about to happen.
I acquire the grace to move towards you.

You are about to happen. To me.
I learn your name.
We both get older making up names for our

acts.

If I am going to love you, I am always going

to love you.

We die and we are always going to die.

Acquiring the grace is more difficult than

loving.

— Janet Nichols

Words are not like air. Words are air, tender in

use.

Sally W. Bryan
University Meeting
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Wider Quaker Meetings

A Bulletin issue devoted to Conferences? Schutz,

you must be out of your mind. But no, Friends

make everything interesting. I find upon reading

these reports not only the significant differences in

business, attitude, feeling tone; not only the impor-

tant items I missed and want to know about con-

densed and brought to my attention; but by asking

more than one person to report on a Meeting —
what I have long suspected — that each wider ga-

thering of Friends is a different experience for each

of its participants. I put out a dragnet, but was un-

able to unearth negative feelings about conferences

in general — only a few criticisms on specifics. Have

a good time reading about where we’ve been spiri-

tually and temporally the past six months, and

where we are in our ideas about wider Friendly

fellowship.
RS

Stranger Than Truth

Some say

that Friends are

Perpetual seekers.

Perhaps that’s why we have

No bumper stickers to say

We Found “It”

For Friends cannot name “It”

Nor make a “minute” about “It”

Anymore than we can take a minute

From our lives.

For “It” is the grand contra-diction

That the eternal cannot be tidily recorded

Anymore than our separateness and mortal-

ity denied.

It is in that loneness

Meeting in worship

Across the lost that we
Touch the unknown
In Order . . .

To know
No time

Nor words.

Not even songs.

Fortunately, “It” — Life, that is — is a messy

situation

“It” does spill over. But

More like greased lightening

Than memorable thunder . . .

Gone in a flash of in-sight:

That diction’s stranger than truth.

Willow Burnett

Palo Alto Meeting
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PYM . . . We Are One, Together in the Spirit

The clerk told us: . . and Friends, the quality

of that joy and that centering will be raised if we
remember — if we truly feel — that PYM is not a

they
,
but a we.

”
Deep in the week, I found this

guidance somehow a rock to brace against (why are

we confused now? Where did we go astray?) in the

strong current of emotions and opinions, this ex-

traordinary experience of the process of consensus.

How can I say whether the quality of worship in

this big Quaker gathering is better than that of the

home meeting? It is different. At Yearly Meeting,

business and worship feel like one word. And
though the minutes of the twelve General Sessions

leave us with the picture of one great crowd, the

un-minuted little worship-fellowship groups and

interest groups achieve a quiet intensity that feeds

the spirit of the whole gathering and surely carries

back to home.
So many themes . . . Micki Graham’s buoyant

“Things are going well!” that was picked up and

echoed as a ritual by one reporting clerk after an-

other ... I bet that made them go well.

Ministry and Oversight’s queries — to try to live

the examined life — gave us the focus: how is truth

doing in our meetings, in our caring, in our con-

cerns. One Friend responded: “We have too many
concerns. Where is our commitment coming from?”

“We need, not to achieve, but to be patterns.”

Another Friend felt “We are reluctant (or afraid) to

deal with the real business of the world. We only

take on safe and trivial matters.”

During the Peace Committee’s sober presentation

of the many facets of the problem — healing the

wounds of Vietnam — this thought, (what is the

real business of the world?) lingered on. Images:

Colleen Wells’ words on healing — “We must fill

all the space within us with peace before we can

share” — how to communicate about the realities

of war without creating a barrier of guilt — Bob
Vogel expressing the discouragement in trying to

move our resistant government to help . . . Then,
while we searched for agreement on the commit-
tee’s proposed minute, another viewpoint shed

light; ‘When we turn judges, we are resisting evil”

. . . fighting evil with its own weapons?
And more help the next day with the message:

“If we are swept with anger and revenge we have no
ground to stand on — none is better than Naylor’s

description of the Spirit: ... its ground and spring

is the mercies and forgiveness of God’ ”... hmm
... If the real business of the world has to do with

influencing government leaders, or any people, then

here are the profound beginnings of it.

Social Order clerk quoted Howard Brinton.

“Given a right inward state, right action is inevita-

ble.” It was a privilege to see Earle Reynold’s film

of the Phoenix sailing medical supplies into a Viet-

nam harbor, against U.S. Government orders. And
to hear Scot Drysdale’s report of the civil disobedi-

ence at Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant site, plus

his shining, serene letter to the judge . . . Again our

thoughtful hearts are led to the spirit behind the

drama.

In the atmosphere of heightened sensitivity in our

awareness that the California death penalty vote was
then taking place, we heard Catherine Bruner’s re-

port on Korea: “.
. . very much an agonizing con-

cern . . . suffering and oppression and corruption

for which our nation is largely responsible.” I may
or may not telephone Ham Sok Han in Seoul in

hopes that my monitored call of support will be
overheard, but I know now countless PYM sources

to inform the motivation that precedes commitment.
Then the budget session, rumbling with hints of

explosive energy, brought to my mind the clerk’s

words of last July, about misconceiving Yearly

Meeting as the highest level in a hierarchy. What did

we expect or want PYM to be financially respon-

sive to? It developed that we want the old budget

plans re-examined by monthly meetings. A body
of seekers . . .

Connie Fischer

Redwood Forest Meeting

Quaker Game

In the North, South, East and West, Friends are

playing the question-and-answer game, WHAT DO
YOU KNOW ABOUT QUAKERS? In the process,

they are exploring highlights of Quaker history

from 1650 to the present time, and also becoming
better acquainted with Quaker organizations

around the world today.

To receive one copy of the game, please send a

long (No. 10), stamped, self-addressed envelope

to: Friends World Committee for Consultation,

1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA, or P.O. Box
235, Plainfield, IN 46168.
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Summary Of Minutes

Thirty-first Session of Pacific Yearly Meeting
9-1 3 August 1977

(Full copies of the 37 pages of Minutes and
Addenda are available through Clerks and
Representatives)

1977- 1 Permission is granted to Friends bodies

to use material from PYM Faith and

Practice as updated by the Discipline

Committee.

6 The budget for Peace Committee was

raised to $450.

7 Friend in the Orient Committee was
authorized to appoint a representative

to the Hong Kong Conference of Asian

Friends, if we are invited to participate,

and to assist in travel costs.

8 Site Committee was authorized to con-

tinue negotiations with Whittier College

for the 1978 session.

9 The Committee on Creative Aging was
laid down; henceforth concerns on
aging will be referred to M & O Com-
mittee.

The lives of 25 Friends who died during the past

12 months were celebrated in a Meeting for

Worship.

10 A Minute on Disarmament was approv-

ed urging our government to move to-

ward complete disarmament at the UN
Special Session in May 1978, and unila-

terally to undertake a moratorium on
all new weapons systems, plan for con-

version from a war to a peace economy,
strengthen the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency, and abolish the use

of napalm and chemical weapons.

1 1 Support was promised for the May
1978 U.N. Special Session on Dis-

armament.

12 Ben Seaver was appointed representa-

tive to Quaker UN team during the

Special Session, with travel funds.

13 A letter was sent to President Park of
Korea protesting the death sentences

of Korean students (reared in Japan)
on unsupported charges of spying.

14 Another letter went to President Park
urging release of the March 1 signers

of the Declaration for National Salva-

tion and restoration of full civil liberties.

Individuals and Meetings were urged to follow up
on these letters, and to call Ham Sok Han (716489
Seoul) since his incoming calls will be “overheard”

by the government.

15 A FY 1978 budget was approved in the

amount of $50,010, including expendi-

tures of $27,650 for the Session and a

$500 contribution to John Woolman
School; the latter raised questions on
contributions policy for YM, and Meet-

ings are requested to advise Representa-

tive Committee on this subject before

March 1978.

16 Raised the assessment to $13.50 per

member, except for Honolulu and

Mexico, $10.00, and University (be-

longs to NPYM and PYM) $8.50.

17 Contributed unspent travel fund of

$485 to FWCC to help with deficit of

Conference of Friends in the Americas.

19 Appointed Carmen Broz representative

to General Reunion of Friends in

Mexico, with travel funds.

20 Eliminated travel allowance for repre-

sentative to Friends Coordinating Com-
mittee on Peace.

22 Appointed Frances Ridgeway, Leon
Ray and Larry Perry an ad hoc com-
mittee to explore a Western States and

Canada gathering of Friends.

28 Called upon our government to

1) send ample food and reconstruc-

tion aid to Vietnam, 2) recognize Viet-

nam and normalize relations,

3) grant unconditional amnesty to all

resisters and veterans of that war, 4)

assure rehabilitation and compensation

to all wounded veterans, and 5) provide

aid and rehabilitation to Vietnamese

refugees.

The Brinton Visitor Committee reported favorably

on Ed Morgenroth’s visits this year, and will proceed

with further visitation as the way opens. The Com-
mittee has a balance of $ 1 ,000.

All felt loss in the vote of the California Legisla-

ture for capital punishment; thanked FCL and
Laura Magnani, its advocate, for hard work on this

issue.

29 The Nominating committee submitted

180 names for officer and committee
positions in the Yearly Meeting.

Following are next year’s officers:
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Lowell Tozer, Clerk, Asenath Young,
Ass’t. Clerk, Russell Jorgensen and
Barbara Perry, co-recording clerks,

Jeanne Lohmann, reading clerk, John
Draper and Grace Noda, statistical clerk

and assistant, Stratton and Maureen
Jaquette, Treasurer and assistant.

New Friends in the Orient Leonard and Martha
Dart are located at Barton House, American College,

Madurai, South India 625002, and have sent us

their first letter.

31 Thanked Osmyn Stout for the gift of

his public address system to PYM.
33 Requested Site Committee to consider

week-end time for YM.

Over the past year 36 PYM Meetings have grown less

than one percent, to 1674 adult members, although

over the past 10 years they grew 31%. During the

past two years inactive members (62% of whom
have moved away from their meetings) have increas-

ed from about 25% to 37%.

The Session closed in anticipation of reconvening

at Whittier College the second week of August,

1978.

ADDENDUM
The Peace Committee requested that we print

the following background to Minute 28.

A few words about Vietnam. Why Vietnam?
Why not Korea? Or World War II — World War I

—
or the Peloponnesian War — after all, at U.C. Santa

Cruz the History Department gives a course on the

Peloponnesian War — though not on the history of

peace.

Or — why not choose the theme of war itself?

The AFSC “Notes to Friends” July, 1977 almost

asks this question when reporting on our plans:

“Hopefully the answers will apply to future wars

as well as to Vietnam.”

We chose Vietnam because, in the worst sense of
the word, it has everything. It is a textbook case

of the cruelty, the insanity, the futility, the utter

horror of war. No war is good — but claims have
been made for some slight redeeming features. For
Vietnam, there are none. Vietnam cannot be justi-

fied by a single criterion of the so-called “just war.”
It was a completely unjust war.

We chose Vietnam because it is still continuing.

Like the reflex strike of a dead rattlesnake, it still

has the power to maim.
America lost the Vietnam war — not once, but

three times. First, in the technical sense we were
routed, ingloriously. Second, we lost it in the re-

fusal of our leaders to acknowledge our defeat, and

Religion and Psychology

The West Coast Quaker Conference on Religion

and Psychology held at Ben Lomond May 27-30,

1977 proved to be a learning and blessed experi-

ence for many.
Teresina and Joe Havens from Shutesbury, Mass.,

were the conference leaders. Terry teaches Asian

Religions at the University of Massachusetts part-

time and devotes the rest of her time to their

Temenos Retreat Center. Joe, formerly a psycho-

therapist and community psychologist, devotes

full time to Temenos.
It was noted by Joe that many people bring

private expectations to such a gathering and these

private expectations may or may not be satisfied.

According to evaluation sheets many private agen-

das were met and others gained insights to step

ahead to further growth or answers.

Terry and Joe showed sensitivity and wisdom in

working with groups and individuals, emphasizing
that the conference itself as well as scheduled con-

ference events be our laboratory. This working
laboratory showed itself most clearly in an area of

conflict where an individual had come with a press-

ing private agenda and was finding the conference

unrelated to her needs. A designated “listening

committee” listened, Joe and Terry listened, and
the whole group listened. The atmosphere of

warmth and acceptance encouraged openness and
honesty. Suggestions and feelings were recounted

and worked with in various ways.

Small interest groups on dreams, active imagina-

(Continued on page 20)

to learn the right things from it. Finally, we lost

it in the failure of our peace people to take advan-

tage of an opportunity — by consolidating our gains

to move forward toward a peaceful world.

Our society is a tiny mirror of the larger society

outside. During the Vietnam war, 40-50 people

attended the meetings of the Peace Committee.
Here at Chico, the first Peace Committee meeting

brought out seven people in all. The war, as we all

know, is over. We have been urged by our leaders

to “put the war behind us.” And we have done
this.

So it seems fitting to me that today — just for a

few minutes, while we are relaxing — before we be-

come immersed in the next war, we pause briefly

to think about the one just past.

Earle Reynolds
Santa Cruz Meeting
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Conference of Friends in the Americas

Wichita, Kansas, June 25th — July 2nd, 1977

I went to Kansas full of reservations. I had never

had any contact with the Evangelical Friends, and

though I knew of their existence, with my narrow

intellectual pride, I had dismissed them. As far as

I was concerned, they were a non-entity.

I was a representative to the Mesa Redonda,

where the Latin American Friends would learn

about the wider Quaker organizations and about

themselves. My first reaction was one of resent-

ment when I learned that the 35 representatives to

the Mesa Redonda would meet separately — from
6:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. with time out only for meals.

I felt that the Latin American Friends and I were

being deprived of the rich spiritual atmosphere of

the workshops, which had meant so much to me
on my previous experience at Ithaca in 1976.

After the second day of deliberation and discovery

I was ready to let go of the rest of the conference,

and give my all to the Mesa Redonda. After having

spent long working days among Programmed and

Evangelical Friends, and having discovered that we
have much in common in spite of our differences

in worship, and having felt the Spirit uniting all of

us, I feel that the cost in time and emotional tra-

vail was worth it.

The Conference and the Mesa Redonda represent

a historical happening in our Quaker life. I feel

we are ready to join hands and work together for a

regenerated world — the Evangelical Friends moving
in where there is spiritual vacuum; the rest of us,

serving with the same zeal in the areas where socio-

economic conditions produce human suffering.

By the end of the Conference, the Mesa Redonda
had created the skeleton of an organization that

will continue the work initiated at Wichita: El

Comite Coordinador de los Amigos Latino Ameri-

canos. The objectives of this organization are:

1) To maintain communication among the different

meetings and churches. 2) To develop an inventory

of needs and available resources. 3) To carry on
programs that said committee believes necessary

for the spiritual growth of the Society.

At the present time, the interim committee that

was formed at Wichita has met already in Mexico

City, and a bulletin will arrive shortly. The 15th

Reunion General de los Amigos en Mexico that met

from 16 to 18 September in Cuidad Victoria, has

been expanded to include Friends from Central

America, Cuba, and the U.S.A. It seems as if the

seed is taking root among those Latinos whose

sense of gratitude toward the beloved missionaries

that 90 or 100 years ago brought the Friends’ mes-

sage to their midst is overwhelming. It is time that

we follow suit and expand our love to include all

those who are Friends of the Light, even though

their outward practices are different from ours.

Carmen M. Broz

Palo Alto Meeting

Wichita: Another View

The “Conference of Friends in the Americas”

gathered nearly 1000 in Kansas during June’s last

week, 1977. It was intended to develop community
with Spanish-speaking Friends from south of the

U.S. border, and to increase unity among Inward

Light-Centered and Bible-centered Quakers.

Supposedly conferees who misunderstand each

other locally could do better when assembled in

mass meetings. Not confirming this theory, I heard

Inward-Lighted Quakers become captive audiences

of Bible-centered Quaker lecturers and preachers.

In smaller sessions, experts in various fields tried

to double as untrained discussion leaders. (Many
had learned to dominate congregations or college

classes; few had learned to encourage participation.)

Future conferences to harmonize spiritual dif-

ferences needn’t be big to be beautiful. Harmoni-

zing requires well-rehearsed facilitators, semanti-

cally-trained interpreters to aid appreciative under-

standing of divergences, and planners who enable

conferences to become swiftly self-governing as

communities, ready to respond instantly when un-

expected opportunities or destructive pressures

emerge. Indeed the world needs us to develop

exemplary community conferences so that it can

develop into a friendly self-governing world

community.
Clear Marks

Berkeley Meeting

Yet Another Wichita

The issue of gay participation at Wichita surfaced

last March in a letter from a gay Friend named Gary

Miller to the conference planning committee.
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Miller, a member of the San Francisco Meeting and

a lobbyist for the Friends Committee on Legisla-

tion in Sacramento, was writing on behalf of the

Friends Committee on Gay Concerns, an informal

group of gay and straight Quakers interested in gay

issues. Miller’s letter asked that the FCGC be given

table space in the exhibit area for its literature, that

a regular meeting place be established for gay

Friends on the campus, and that the planning com-

mittee schedule an open meeting for an educational

discussion of gay concerns.

Donald Moon, an official of Kansas Yearly Meet-

ing (a group of Evangelical Quaker churches head-

quartered in Wichita) circulated Miller’s letter by
mail among members of the planning committee.

Most members approved of it. Gays have in recent

years been routinely granted similar requests at

conferences of several other Yearly Meetings and

by Friends General Conference, the most religious-

ly “liberal” of the national Friends associations.

In fact, at the Friends General Conference gather-

ing in Ithaca, New York, in 1975, gay couples were

permitted to room together and pay a lower room
rate just as straight couples were.

Two members of the Wichita planning commit-
tee didn’t approve of the gay requests, however,

and they stated their disagreement to Moon in no
uncertain terms. One of the dissenters was Norval

Hadley of Newberg, Oregon, and his letter was
stinging. Hadley is General Superintendent of

Northwest Yearly Meeting and the president of

the Evangelical Friends Alliance, the most theolo-

gically Evangelical of the major Friends groups.

He told Moon that if the gays’ requests were grant-

ed, he and the alliance would refuse to participate

in the conference.

“Unlike many other Friends,” Hadley explained

to me, “we acknowledge the Bible as our authority,

and the Bible says homosexuals will not inherit the

kingdom of God. So we just weren’t comfortable

with the idea of giving a platform to somebody to

say that what the Bible teaches is wrong is really

right.”

Moon called Gary Miller a week before the con-

ference began and told him about the replies.

Miller then withdrew the requests, and Hadley
subsequently went ahead with plans to bring mem-
bers of his group to the conference. But when his

group arrived in Wichita on Saturday, June 25,

Hadley discovered to his dismay that the matter

was not closed. Moon had received a second re-

quest regarding gay participation, this time from
the Committee on Civil Rights for Homosexuals
of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. And on the

same day that letter had been sent, someone in

Philadelphia notified a local contact in Wichita,

who in turn called the local press. On June 23, the

Wichita Eagle informed the whole city that “Gays
Ask Spot in Quaker Meeting.”

Against this background, the Philadelphia re-

quest came before the Conference Oversight Com-
mittee that Saturday afternoon. Hadley was there,

as were several gay Friends, and the meeting almost

immediately erupted into angry charges, counter-

charges and threats. The Evangelical opposition

to the Philadelphia request was a distinctly minor-

ity position; at one point during the four-hour

session, Hadley offered to withdraw from the

group. “We suggested that they go ahead and make
whatever decision they felt they should,” Hadley

explained. “Then we would meet and see whether

or not we could stay.” “Almost to a person the

Committee rejected my proposal,” Hadley said.

“They said we were all Friends and should keep

at it together until we reached some agreement.”

The meeting, the conference — indeed, the fu-

ture of Quaker ecumenism — were all at a critical

juncture. “We were at the point of deciding wheth-

er there would be one Friends church in the United

States or two,” Hadley recalls. His feeling was
echoed by another participant, Thomas Bodine,

former presiding clerk of Friends United Meeting,

the largest umbrella Quaker organization. “If we
hadn’t made progress and the Evangelicals had
pulled out,” Bodine said, “we would probably

have been unable to have another gathering like

this one for at least 40 years, until all the current

generation of leadership had passed from the scene.”

There wasn’t any progress on Saturday, in fact,

and before the meeting broke up, the members
appointed a smaller group of five, including Hadley,

Bodine and three other Friends, representing the

various positions, to meet again Sunday morning
to see if they could hammer out a proposed solu-

tion. “The Spirit was at work Saturday night in

all of us, I guess,” said Bodine, “because when our

group of five met at 8 a.m. Sunday morning, the at-

mosphere was completely different. We were ready

to find something we could get together on.” And,
Hadley agreed, “In the middle of the meeting on
Saturday I realized that I was in danger of being

too hard on the gays, because I couldn’t really be

certain about the how or why of homosexuality.

Besides, even though the Bible teaches that it is a

sin, we believe that there is hope for anyone
through Jesus Christ, and that was a possibility I

wanted to be able to emphasize. I didn’t want to

take the position of rejecting gays as persons. We
believe that there is power through Jesus Christ

to enable even a person with homosexual tenden-

(Continued on page 20)
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(Wichita: Cont’d from page 19)

cies to lead a life that’s pleasing to God.”
This more conciliatory spirit finally produced a

concrete proposal: on Wednesday, June 29, a

meeting would be scheduled on the topic, “Sexual

Orientation and Human Rights.” “From my side,”

Hadley said, “this was not seen as primarily a plat-

form to say ‘Gay is okay,’ but a discussion of sex-

ual orientation as it involved human rights, which
is a concern that we have and which was an objec-

tive of the conference.” The gay members of the

group were pleased as well, since the meeting gave

them the official chance to be heard, and because

the area of human rights was of primary concern

to them.

The Wednesday session drew a large crowd and
saw opposing views aired with some emotion but

virtually no acrimony. Norval Hadley explained

his view of a Biblical condemnation of homosex-
uality tempered by hope in Christ for salvation.

A white-haired mother spoke feelingly of her dis-

covery, four years ago, that her daughter was gay

and how, although it had been “the hardest adjust-

ment I ever made in my life,” she was again proud
of her daughter, her daughter’s gay friends and
their way of life. Several gay Friends described

how their local Meetings had helped them come
out of the closet, and how much their Quakerism
meant to them. No conclusions were reached, but

that was not one of the purposes.

After the meeting, tension seemed to drain from
the issue and the conference atmosphere. A crisis

had been faced and passed. At week’s end, as the

Quakers prepared to return home, gays and sup-

portive non-gay Friends met with a reporter from
the Eagle and expressed considerable satisfaction

at the progress they felt has been made, and the

Quaker manner in which the issue had been
handled.

Chuck Fager

Palo Alto Meeting

(Psychology*: Cont’d from page 17)

tion, poetry, art, and movement provided vehicles

for many images of needs to emerge and be affirm-

ed and/or transformed in small groups or plenary
sessions.

The build-up from one experience to another
was a bonus made possible by the long weekend.
In the role-play enactment of a Clerk’s various

inner voices, 1) Traditionalist, 2) Rebellious Child,

3) Weighty Friend, the insight appeared that when
the Traditionalist became less rigid the Rebellious

Child became more yielding and when both the

Traditionalist and Rebellious Child become less

strident the wisdom of the Weighty Friend could
emerge.

A searing acknowledgment was made in a meet-

ing for worship. An act of violence had occurred

in a monthly meeting. This act of violence proba-

bly would not have occurred had members of meet-

ing been willing to acknowledge their own anger

and tendency to violence instead of putting those

“enemies” out there where the anger was picked

up by someone else and culminated in the act of

violence. In Terry Haven’s words, “We are inter-

woven, especially in our antagonisms. Each of us

is part of a dance of complementary opposites.”

However, one friend objected to a dialogue of

inner and outer enemies and felt that Light would
be more compatible with Quaker centering and
the transforming of harmful self-concepts.

One friend wrote that the conference had been a

peak experience and felt that searching together

in love for the deep Center would probably always

be a blessing.

Many spoke positively of meeting and sharing

with strong, open loving people. One man wrote,

“There was a marked amount of warmth, no hos-

tility.”

This compiler feels that due to the spirit of will-

ingness to endure the friction of the flint striking

the stone of inner and outer enemies the resulting

flame of understanding warmed all of us.

Clara Lack
San Jose Meeting

Psychology Friends Fight “Enemy”

I attended a west coast Friends Conference on
Religion and Psychology over Memorial Day week-

end. It should have been called Conference on
Religion and JUNGIAN Psychology. The Quaker
convenors who had chosen a nondogmatic religion

had also chosen a seeming dogmatic ideology, Jung-

ianism, which assumes that a mysterious inner

“Enemy” is responsible for self-defeating habits.

The conference focussed on this Enemy. These

Jungians suppose that this Enemy’s power comes
from a mystifying “Unconscious.” Some link the

Enemy and the Unconscious with the destructive

Hindu goddess, Kali, who may have had some re-

deeming aspects.

At one meeting, I spoke up for individual respon-

sibility by claiming that all my sufferings were my
own responsibility — that they taught me about

present needs — and that my troubles motivate me
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Third Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting

Spikes of creamy yucca blooms brightened the

pasture land of Ghost Ranch June 9 when Friends

gathered for the Third Intermountain Yearly Meet-

ing. Each year at our Homecoming the small mea-
dow is being mown and cotton from the huge old

trees called “alamos” by the Spanish wafts in the

air and slowly settles to earth where wind piles it

in soft drifts.

Friends gathered on the lawn and portico of the

dining-hall for a short period of silence before din-

ner. Thunderheads hung over the mountains across

the valley beyond the Chama river. Chimney rock

to the west towered red against the blue-black sky.

This was a time of thanksgiving, for we were to-

gether again in the stark, peaceful beauty of Ghost
Ranch. Orioles sang.

After dinner we met in the Convocation Hall

where Ed Morgenroth, the Brinton Visitor, spoke

on “Some Religious Roots of Social Action.”

Morgen spoke of our inner and outer journeys and
ways in which we may find help in the inner jour-

ney from the outer, of the incredible procession of

travelers where there is no beginning nor ending

to grow or learn to satisfy these needs. I also took

shared responsibility for correcting my collectives’

mistakes — such as correcting my nation’s efforts

to despoil the earth and to exploit earth’s peoples.

Because my messages ran contrary to the pre-

vailing Jungian ideology, I accompanied my words
with an appeal for criticisms and feedback so as to

reconcile me with these Friends. Although Jung-

ians assumed it necessary to reconcile with the

Enemy, I felt rejected by many — as if I were an

enemy. I experienced no reconciliation. The two
who responded to my request gave me ADVICE
without trying to understand where I was coming
from — that I experienced myself as a relatively

happy self-aware individual, that I had already mo-
bilized my inner resources to devote high energies

to research for the world community, and that I

was not experiencing an enemy, inside or outside.

Was it portentous of the Jungian influence that

one Friend prayed a desperate prayer to the god-
dess Kali at a meeting for worship?
My own immediate reaction to the conference

amused me. I had come with a resolution to act

as a quiet unassertive student who wanted to learn

what could help me from those with different ex-

pertise. Then I blew it when I contested some ma-
jor premises!

Clear Marks
Berkeley Meeting

in the light of the spirit, and of his conviction that

Quakers must become a people if they are to find

the way back. There is a need for continuity of

language, custom and belief. Friends do have a

tradition and “Believe anything you want” is not

enough. We must have commitment and freedom.
Morgen advised us to leap forward into old

patterns — come out of exile, come home. He
made clear that only in our strength as a people

can we find the foundation for social action.

On the second day of our gathering we met after

breakfast in worship-sharing groups scattered over

the grounds on grassy earth in the shade of trees.

Our worship sharing has become extremely impor-

tant as each year we get to know more Friends dur-

ing this 90 minute period.

Friday morning Heberto Sein spoke on “Getting

to Know the Quaker World.” He feels there is a

need to seek deeper consciousness of the Quaker
way. Quoting George Fox, Heberto spoke of the

nourishment needed for the true life of the spirit.

Christ can speak to our condition. Young People

should see visions. There is a world-wide Brother-

hood of those who know God.
Heberto advised that mission and service must

have their place and that there must be social or-

ganization to meet human needs of the world.

Following an inspirational beginning IMYM came
of age through a concern presented to them that

resulted in hours of emotion-charged discussion.

Business Meetings were delayed and the last went
almost to midnight. Any previous conflicts seemed
like mere “Skittles and beer” so that when we were
able to end with a beautiful and united Meeting
for Worship we knew the Spirit had guided us

through this trial.

Gussie Schooley
Santa Fe Meeting

Summary of Minutes

Intermountain Yearly Meeting 9-12 June 1977
(Some Minutes, mostly internal business, are

omitted.)

1977-1 El Paso Monthly Meeting was recorded.

1977-5 Referred question of affiliation with

AFSC to Continuing Committee for study.

1977-9 The Brinton Visitor Program will be

supported in principle with representation by

IMYM. Meetings are advised that the program is

financed by their direct contributions.
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(IMYM: Cont ’d from page 21

)

1977-13 Endorsement of “A Quaker Statement

of Support for South Koreans Undergoing Trial,”

sought by Friends Peace Committee of Philadelphia

YM, was approved.

1977-15 Asked Continuing Committee to

appoint a person to act as Peace and Social Con-

cerns Correspondent.

1977-16 Appointed the following officers of

the Yearly Meeting for 1977-78:

Clerk: Norma Price (Tempe)
Recording Clerk: Joan Spencer (Pima)

Treasurer: Charles Minor (Flagstaff)

Registrar: George Oliphant (Phoenix)

Chair, Cont. Comm.: LaDonna Wallen

(Tempe)
Chair, Children’s Progs.: Sue Alcock

(Tempe)

1977-17 The following Minute is referred to

Meetings and Worship Groups for study, action,

and recommendation to IMYM 1978:

A major offensive has been mounted to return to

conscription. This would require a year of com-
pulsory Government service for every 18-year-

old man and woman in the country.

The Albuquerque Monthly Meeting believes that

a compulsory national service for all 18-year-olds

is not in keeping with the beliefs of Friends and
urges all individual Quakers, Worship Groups,

and Meetings to join them in support of this be-

lief and in seeking ways to respond to the issues

involved.

Reports: The total number of members and atten-

dee in IMYM meetings is 1 ,078 in 1977, as com-
pared to 880 in 1975. Total attendance at Ghost
Ranch this year was 324, as compared with 356
last year.

1977-18 Josephine Coats (Gila) has been ap-

pointed to the Exec. Comm, of FWCC Section of

the Americas. IMYM appointed Josephine as a

member-at-large to FWCC to coincide with this

appointment.

1977-19 Brinton Turkle (Santa Fe) was appoint-

ed for a three-year term to FWCC, Section of the

Americas.

1977-24 Junior Friends have requested that

Betty Cole be their advisor next year. IMYM will

contribute $50 to Junior Friends for her transpor-

tation to February Continuing Committee Meeting.

1977-25 Junior Friends will have a one-week
work camp after IMYM 1978 at Ghost Ranch.
Adult supervision is required after the 6 hours of

daily work. Adult members of IMYM will support

as asked.

1977-26 Approved $200 for travel to the Young
Friends of North America Conference in McNabb,
Illinois.

1977-27 Approved $152 to the Brinton Memor-
ial Fund for Ed Morgenroth’s travel expenses.

1977-28 For 1977, the total number of adult

members of meetings of IMYM is reported as 459.
Thus, beginning January 1, 1978, meetings are ex-

pected to contribute on the basis of $6.00 per adult

member of meeting per year, as recorded by the

monthly meeting, and payable by the time of the

Yearly Meeting. (Contin. Comm, raised the regis-

tration fee to $4.00 more nearly to cover the costs

of arrangements for Ghost Ranch, thus leaving

approximately $2,100 to be raised by contribu-

tions from monthly meetings.)

1977-29 Approved a contribution of $100 to

Friends Bulletin as a token of support and interest.

The meeting rose at 12:10 pm Sunday to convene
next at Ghost Ranch, 15-18 June 1978, under the

care of Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting.

Letter

(The following letter was a private communica-
tion to me, but I called and persuaded Jack

Powelson to let me publish it. I then asked if he

thought that letter is consistent with the one

that follows it, p.24; the answer was yes. —Ed.)

Discouraged June 14, 1977

Dear Bob,
Results at Yearly Meeting were discouraging.

The AFSC remains impenetrable, adamant in their

belief that underdevelopment is caused by exploi-

tation and not by failure of underdeveloped coun-

tries to utilize technology, education, etc., to in-

crease their productivity. The answer, therefore,

is to pay them more for producing less, instead of

encouraging them to produce more and sell for less

(which has always been the formula for growth).

So, I believe the AFSC will continue to encourage

policies presumably designed to decrease exploi-

tation but which would (if they were feasible at all)

divert income from the poor to the rich. Quakers

in general view the AFSC as a sacred cow; they be-

come angry when anyone appears to attack it.

There were, however, many private expressions of

support for the concern presented by Kenneth
Boulding and me. At any rate, I am discouraged.

Jack Powelson

Boulder Meeting
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Fifth Annual North Pacific Yearly Meeting

Camp Adams, Oregon, July 21-24

North Pacific Yearly Meeting held its fifth annual

session July 21-24 at Camp Adams, Oregon. We
were fortunate in having among our guests Nick
Block of Friends Committee on National Legisla-

tion, Howard and Betty Bartram from Friends

General Conference, William Barton from Friends

World Committee for Consultation London office,

and Bob Schutz, editor of the Friends Bulletin.

The setting was a beautiful forest complete with

stream and swimming hole. Our attendance was
239 including 109 in cabins, 109 camping, and

21 commuters. Camp Adams certainly appealed

to the campers among us!

Of interest to Western Friends is a minute approv-

ed to begin exploring the possibility of some form
of larger gathering. While some saw it as a reunion

of Yearly Meetings formerly a part of Pacific Yearly

Meeting, others expressed the hope it would have a

broader scope to appeal to those who have joined

us since we separated from PYM.
The address of our Friend in Residence, Nick

Block, was entitled “Spiritual Basis for Political

Action.” This theme seemed to echo throughout

the session. In our four days together we were re-

minded of many ongoing concerns. Questions of

“How can we help?” were underscored with “How
can we strengthen that spiritual base from which
to act?” We have all experienced the frustrations

and disappointments Nick Block mentioned. How
do we survive these and keep trying? These same
sorts of questions emerged in interest groups, Wor-
ship-Sharing groups and informal conversations.

Guidelines as to business procedures for the

Annual Session were distributed with registration

forms. These were requested by last years’s Session

and had been approved by the Monthly Meetings.

Still we seemed uneasy in our general sessions. It

seems that some of us look to Yearly Meeting al-

most exclusively for spiritual sharing and enrich-

ment and not for action.

We did undertake some actions, however. We
agreed to purchase one share worth $100 in the

Ecumenical Development Bank, a private institu-

tion sponsored by the World Council of Churches
that makes soft loans in developing countries. And
we continued the Ad Hoc Committee on Trident

(nuclear submarine) with Roger Stritmatter as

chairman. The following officers were approved
for 1978: Paul Davis, clerk; Lois Barton, recording

clerk; Jackie Van Dyke, Steering Committee Clerk;

Ellen Hubbe, Steering Committee Recorder; Lee
Bennett, Treasurer; and Kenneth Holmes, archi-

vist.

NEWS OF THE MEETINGS

Protests at nuclear installations brought at least

two arrests of western Friends recently: Harriet

Stamler of Monterey Peninsula Meeting in Maine;

and Scot Drysdale of Palo Alto Meeting at the

Diablo Canyon plant near San Luis Obispo, CA.

Multnomah Meeting has pledged partial support

for a Chilean refugee family that is soon to arrive

in Oregon.

Fall discussion series are getting under way.
San Francisco Meeting's will be based on Hugh
Doncaster’s “The Quaker Message,” a Pendle Hill

Pamphlet; Palo Alto Meeting will review Quaker
history with Howard Brinton’s “Friends for 300
Years”; and Orange Grove Meeting plans a series

of weekly study groups on selected Bible readings.

University Meeting, in a new variant of the “Last
Lecture” idea, is asking members for nominations
of Friends they would like to hear give such a talk.

If a significant number of nominations focus on
one such potential speaker, an effort will be made
to arrange it.

Orange Grove Meeting has approved a Minute of
Sojourn for Ed Morgenroth, Brinton Visitor to

PYM meetings for 1977, to Virginia Beach Month-
ly Meeting. For the next year he will be Headmas-
ter of the Friends School in Virginia Beach,

Virginia.

Vital Statistics

Marriages

University Meeting celebrated one wedding in

June — Kathryn Scott and Christopher Willard,

June 25 — and two in August: Elena Hoffman
and Ed Smith August 19 (they will take the new
surname Hoffman-Smith); and Barbara Yarnall

and Tom Rona August 24.

Multnomah Meeting scheduled the wedding of

David Prideaux and Alice Holling September 3.

Deaths

Claremont Meeting held a memorial meeting for

Dorothy Robinson September 10.

As expressed in our epistle: “We have not yet

resolved our differences about our functioning as

a Yearly Meeting . . . but we do feel growth in

these five years. And with our acceptance of our

Yearly Meeting as a growing, developing entity,

has come more gaiety and more tenderness of one

individual for another.”

Diane A. Dennis

Multnomah Monthly Meeting
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Letter

Likes Them

Dear Bob,
Every experience involving Friends across miles

and Meetings, whether lasting a day, week-end, or

week so intensifies my relationship with God that

divisions among us are revealed as failures in my-
self and my fellow Friends, born of lack of Faith

in God’s educating, supportive Love and in His

Holy, Unifying Spirit.

Had it not been for these larger sessions of seek-

ing and finding together, of scrutinizing ourselves

in the Light, I’m not sure I’d have come through

welded as I now am to Pacific Yearly Meeting.

Like it or not, dear Friends, I’m here to stay.

From Journal notes of Conferences and Re-

treats I’ve been a part of, I offer these:

Theology Conference ,
July, 1973

Miracle of Miracles — a Quaker Theology Con-
ference at John Woolman School! There is room
within Friends of PYM to grow whither the Spirit

leads. Authoritarian humanism is only a threat to

me if1 let it be. How good it is to meet a Quaker
“guru” who is comfortable to say where he is; re-

freshing to articulate audibly what is in our hearts

and minds and souls as we grope and grow along

the Way, to say “God” or “Jesus” or “Christ” with-

out hearing a wince; what a pleasant shock to

find two Christ-centered Young Friends in my
small discussion group; how gratifying to be able

to discuss our individual peace stands with a very

active Pacifist who did not imply that we who were
not doing what he was doing, were doing nothing.

November, 1973
Two firsts: A Faith and Life Dialogue between

Quakers of PYM and Quakers of CYM and an

FWCC Meeting in Baltimore with Programmed,
Unprogrammed, Semi-Programmed, Liberal and
Conservative Friends from Yearly Meetings across

the country. What a challenge to listening and
speaking with the heart. What a joy to experience

the loving fellowship that can be of letting-go-

letting-God. The Holy Spirit does indeed make a

tender, caring community of us in all our glorious

diversity!

Evangelical Friends Alliance, June, 1975
There are many cracks in the wall that separates

us from one another. Although I heard a mysteri-

ous talk on Terminological, Dispensational, Lin-

gual and Sanctificational Tensions, I heard also:

“Unsophisticated openness to the Holy Spirit is

good . . . God speaks to individuals first . . . Could
it be that God has not yet used some people who
are not now Christians for his purposes?”
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Letter

Endures
August 1, 1977

Dear Bob,
My feelings toward Yearly Meetings and Friends

conferences are simple. I go to them whenever I

have a chance. I sense the need for the spiritual

strength of groups wider than my own Meeting.

Sometimes our Meeting gets bogged down, or I

within it, and the perspective of Friends from a-

field is necessary to sort us out. If Friends feel

that too much is spent on Yearly Meetings, let

them travel more cheaply, or hold their meetings

in tents, but hold them. The Friends tradition of

visitation and reunion endures because there is

need for it.

Jack Powelson

Boulder Meeting

I am grateful for the challenges and gifts I have

received from so many Friends in my own Yearly

Meeting as well as Meetings across the country and

around the world.

Van Ernst

San Francisco Meeting


